A Colorful Children’s Hospital Renovation Lets Playfulness Shine
Móz Designs Showcases Metal Capabilities and Expertise In Latest Renovation

(Oakland, CA) May 2020 - With over 30 years of metal fabrication experience, Móz Designs teamed up with designers at HKS Dallas to create a playful and colorful renovation for Sacred Heart Children’s Hospital. As part of the Ascension Health System, this renovation of a children’s hospital involved a variety of Móz’s metal solutions including Curved Room Dividers with posts consisting of 5 panels in their vivid Blendz 318 colorway with a custom digital turtle embedded in the artwork. The project also includes several colorful feature walls using Móz Tides Breaking Waves Wall Panels in their Coarse grain with Blendz colors and digital image of a dolphin. Móz Blendz panels were also incorporated into patient headboards throughout the hospital to add splash of color in an easy-to-clean material.
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About Móz Designs
Metals + Architectural Products
Móz designs and fabricates architectural metal sheets, columns, walls, and room dividers in Oakland, CA. Using a unique balance of color, texture, and grain, Móz redefines metal surfacing materials to create architectural metal products for commercial, hospitality, entertainment and retail markets, from large-scale exterior installations to easy-to-assemble products and surface applications. Móz’s innovative products, solutions, and dedication to customer service help designers achieve their vision on time and on budget. Visit mozdesigns.com for more information or follow us on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn.
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